Deliver Value & Engage Homeowners

With real-time consumption and solar production monitoring, PWRview is a valuable add-on to any residential solar system. We’ve developed innovative hardware and software solutions to ensure our meter can be installed into every panel type in North America. Tap into the power of consumption monitoring to improve customer satisfaction and drive business growth.

POWERFUL PRE-SALES TOOL
Install PWRview consumption monitoring for prospective customers to demonstrate potential solar savings and get them thinking about their energy use.

GAIN CUSTOMER INSIGHTS REMOTELY
A Pro Installer Account grants you instant access to live and historical energy data – be in the know to provide proactive after-sales service.

REDUCE BILL CONFUSION
Drive customer awareness around energy consumption and highlight the impact of behavioral changes on solar payback.

SPOTLIGHT & AMPLIFY YOUR BRAND
With the ability to co-brand the PWRview app with your logo, you can keep your brand front and center as customers view their savings.

DRIVE BUSINESS WITH REFERRALS
The built-in referral tool is a quick and easy way for customers to refer business from their network of contacts.

DIFFERENTIATE YOUR OFFERING
Including monitoring with every install creates a unique solution that compels customers to choose you.

How It Works
Once installed in the electrical panel, the PWRview sensor begins measuring how the home uses and produces power, then software computes that information and sends it to a web or smartphone app.

Try the Demo
Visit pwrview.generac.com or download the PWRview app from the App Store or Google Play
Login: solar.demo@generac.com
Password: Gen3rac
**PWRview Installer App**

PWRview Installer is an app for Professional Installers that streamlines installation of the PWRview meter and helps keep customers connected.

- Instant access to live meter readings on-site without having to register a customer User or WiFi account
- Detailed fault notification if something isn’t connected right, in-app troubleshooting to correct
- Automatically add installs to your account
- Check customer WiFi connectivity remotely

---

**PRODUCT OFFERING**

**SMART CT Y ADAPTERS** SYCOM2

**SMART CT EXTENDERS** SCTE2

**SMART UNIVERSAL CT’S** UCT2

Consumption monitoring is key to customer satisfaction, but getting meter CTs into electrical panels can be challenging. With this in mind, Generac has developed narrow profile Universal CTs that will clamp onto live exposed busbars and 4 wire center-feed panels in seconds - without having to de-energize the panel.

---

**HOME ENERGY MONITORING KIT** W2HEM